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Abstract 

The past few decades have witnessed an aesthetic trend in the Arabic Writing System and its well-known 
calligraphic arts, which have exploited features of other writing systems, including Latin and Chinese scripts. 
Although there are great differences between almost every aspect of the Arabic and Latin scripts, this trend has 
blended certain characteristics of Arabic script with some features of Latin script. 

This study examines this trend and its experiments and transitions, from the moment it first emerged until the 
present day. It investigates the motivations underpinning the trend and analyzes its artistic and linguistic 
characteristics, in which the researcher visually analyzes all possible details and disassembles both orthographic 
items and calligraphic features into their basic essential scripts. The findings reveal an aesthetic and linguistic 
trend that is substantial and significant, based on linguistic, cultural, and sociocultural factors, including 
increased levels of communication, culturalism, advances in technology, transportation, migration, and 
globalization. Script tools and features are used to divide the main trend into three sub-trends: 1) Script 
switching, where scripts are interchanged at word-level; 2) Script fusion, where scripts are altered at letter-level; 
and 3) Faux fonts, which dissolve certain features of Arabic script to mirror Latin script. All of the techniques 
used to make Arabic script match Latin script have been shown to be culturally-induced and linguistically 
informative, rather than merely aesthetic. The findings of this study also indicate that this new phenomenon is 
likely to be in the early stages, with further developments expected to unfold in future. 

Keywords: Arabic script, Latin script, script switching, lettering, Arabic calligraphy, typography. 

1. Introduction 

There is a growing aesthetic trend that anyone interested in the Arabic script and its artistic variations cannot be 
unaware of: the exploitation of foreign decorative characteristics, particularly those derived from the Latin script. 
This study explores the trend from its early days to the present. It investigates the stages and transformations of 
the trend, investigating its characteristics and exploring the factors that caused it to begin and evolve, as well as 
associated linguistic and artistic problems. 

Arabic differs from Latin script in almost every aspect. Latin script is the most commonly employed set of 
graphemes; it is used to write a large number of languages around the globe, including English, French, German, 
and Spanish. The “Arabic script is the second most widely used segmental script after Roman” (Eviatar & Share, 
2013, p. 132). It is employed in numerous languages, such as Farsi and Urdu, with variations specific to each 
writing system (Daniels, 2013). While orthography denotes the qualities of script that are concerned with its 
basic foundational structure, calligraphy indicates features that are more of aesthetic elements of the script. In its 
very identity, Arabic script contrasts with Latin. Many orthographic, visual, phonological, and aesthetic 
components are different. There are significant variations in writing direction, cursive writing, letter shapes, 
letter dots, and sound-letter correspondences. English is an alphabetical writing system, which runs left-to-right; 
it can be written either cursively or non-cursively and makes little use of letter dots. By contrast, Arabic is a 
consonantal writing system, which employs letter dots and diacritics extensively; it is written right-to-left, only 
in cursive. 

These fundamental differences make it difficult to implement linguistic or artistic switching/fusion. The present 
study does not explore the question of writing spoken Arabic in Latin letters, known as Romanization, Arabizi, 
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or Franco, or its reverse—in which foreign languages are written in Arabic script. These writing choices have 
realistic causes and have already been intensively researched (e.g., Yaghan, 2008; Farrag, 2012; KAICA, 2014; 
Alotaibi, 2017; AlShehri, 2017; Ali et al., 2017; Alghamdi & Petraki, 2018). The aim here is to explore a new 
aesthetic approach that combines traits of both Arabic and Latin scripts. This trend does not reject the essential 
scriptorial differences or their cultural implications. This study investigates the characteristics of this trend, 
asking how it can be linguistically approached. The following sections outline features of the Arabic Writing 
System (AWS), explore the trend in question, and analyze several examples, detailing key results. 

2. The Arabic Writing System 

In contrast to Latin-based scripts, AWS must be written or typed cursively, connecting the letters in each word. 
The script consists of 29 letters including, alhamza (Alkadi, 2015), each of which represents one consonant, 
apart from three letters (i.e., <و> ,<ا>, and <ي>) that correspond to three long vowels: /a:/, /u:/, and /i:/. The latter 
two also represent the consonants /w/ and /j/, as well as the diphthongs /aw/ and /aj/, respectively. Normally, the 
AWS uses optional diacritics to indicate short vowels, such as < َ◌,  ُ◌, and  ِ◌> for /a, u, and i/, respectively. In 
addition to the standalone form, each letter has different letterforms, depending on its position within the word 
(i.e., initial, middle, final) and its connection to or disconnection from the previous/following letter. Letter dots 
differ from diacritics, which are obligatory, being structural parts of letters. Fifteen letters have one, two, or three 
dots in different places; the dots are used to tell similar letters apart, for example, <ت> ,<ب>, and <ث>. 

Every writing system has basic rules that organize the way the script is written; these rules maintain legibility, 
regardless of speed and handwriting differences (Sassoon, 2004). Unlike Latin script, Arabic script does not have 
different letter cases; punctuation marks are relatively new and used to a limited extent. Arabic words are 
handwritten in a cyclic movement, continuously from the point of entry to the end of each word. Letters are 
formed in cursive, from top to bottom vertically and from right to left horizontally. In other words, Arabic is 
written as if it were being drawn—the letters are roundish, overlapping, and calligraphic (e.g. ق ج, , ھـ ), while 
Latin script favors geometric letters (e.g., W, F, L, A) (Goodnow, Friedman, Bernbaum, & Lehmma, 1973). 

If we explore Arabic writing from a modern linguistic perspective, we encounter three hypotheses: 1) the 
dual-formation basis; 2) core-part increasing; and 3) the single dash hypothesis (Al-Rifaie, 2017). The 
dual-formation basis hypothesizes that each Arabic letter consists of two parts: the first part is essential, like the 
dot and tooth in <بـ>; the second part is secondary—examples include the preceding dash <ـبـ> and the curve at 
the cusp of the standalone letterform <ب>. The basic part <بـ> is present in all enhanced forms and shapes. 
Although letterforms are divided into essential and secondary parts, this hypothesis acknowledges the basic 
letterforms, whereby each letter is connected to or disconnected from the previous and/or following letter. By 
contrast, the second hypothesis considers the essential part of letter to be the whole standalone form, to which 
secondary enhancements may be added. The third hypothesis sees the single dash as preceding, rather than 
following, the letter; the actual grapheme is therefore <ب> rather than ><بـ  because the “following” dash actually 
precedes the next letter. The non-connecting letters (e.g. <ر> ,<د> ,<ا>) support this argument because they have 
no following dashes by default. This hypothesis thus defines only two letterforms instead of the four (standalone, 
initial, middle, and final) described above. The letter Baa is therefore represented in the grapheme <بـ> when it is 
word-initial or word-medial and in the grapheme <ب> when it is word-final or standalone. As a result, this stance 
decreases the number of letterforms in the AWS substantially. I would argue that this concept is the best way to 
describe the writing theory of the Arabic system, as it is supported by a wealth of aesthetic items in Arabic 
calligraphy. 

Arabic calligraphy reached its glory moment during the Abbasid era, when it was influenced by a climate of 
modernization and multiculturalism. Consequently, different calligraphic styles and specific artistic rules came to 
the fore, developing schools of thought that shaped calligraphy scientifically. The vizier and calligrapher Ibn 
Muqla and his brother must be mentioned here; they pioneered several calligraphic styles, including Ruq’a and 
Thuluth (Aljbouri, 1994, p. 116). Both styles and pens have varied greatly ever since; they are called either by 
the names of the cities where they were developed, such as Kufic, Makki, and Madani; by style prescriptions 
such as Thuluth; or by their purpose such as Naskhi and Ruq’a. Six styles remain popular today: Thuluth, Naskhi, 
Ruq’a, Diwani, Farsi, and Kufic (ibid, p. 120). 

Writing has been transformed, from a mere recording of speech or thoughts into an emergent aesthetic element, 
which now constitutes a legacy and literature that is widely accepted in the realm of modern fine art. As Alsaiedi 
(2016, p. 160) points out:  

… the combination of script and drawing in one circle goes back to one origin, that is script is in fact 
drawing and drawing is script, and each has its own significance, by which these synthetic script drawings 
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This seems to have been the main attempt—perhaps the only attempt between the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries—to mix Arabic script with Latin characteristics, resulting in new allographemes with a “taj” 
(uppercase form) for each letter in the set. The Egyptian Ministry of Education at the time had an announcement 
read for students across the country to bring their attention to the King's desire which included these lines 
(Ashour, 1932, p. 623): 

Following modernization processes, His majesty wanted to increase the impact on writing and calligraphy. 
Hence, His High Will was focused on two crucial matters: 1) the establishment of rules of punctuation 
marks, 2) creation of (Arabic) letter shapes that are not far from the usual alphabet while they serve as the 
uppercase letters in foreign languages. 

The literature suggests that this was the first attempt of its kind; its promoters sought a deep modification of the 
Arabic letter structure, bringing it closer to Latin script. The proposed change did not involve any linguistic 
enhancement, like the minimal alteration of Arabic script (through accented letters and various diacritics: 
> <پ , > <ٹ , <چ> ) that Urdu required and implemented for phonological reasons. No aesthetic improvements 

were made by encumbering Arabic with foreign characteristics. Hence, the short life of Attaj was not really 
unexpected. The era was not ready for a cultural mixing that allowed such modifications. Moreover, the attempt 
was eccentric, both linguistically and aesthetically. Given the historic events that followed—the fall of the 
monarchy, the rise of Arabism, nationalism, and the Revolution of Independence—it seems obvious that this 
calligraphic style had no chance of surviving. 

3.2 Transformations 
Until the final years of the twentieth century, this tendency did not become a trend. However, the massive scope 
of cultural interactions among world populations in the aftermath of globalization has chiefly favored Western 
cultural choices. This changed global reality has influenced the tendency introduced by King Fuad I and 
Muhammad Mahfouz, transforming it into a shapeless trend, which, as yet, has no particular characteristics or 
obvious aims. 

Technological advances have incorporated revolutionary forms of communication and trade, requiring increased 
attention and much exposure to Latin script. These have negatively impacted the dominance of Arabic script 
within the landscape of the Arab and Islamic world. This, in turn, has led to a gradual tolerance for mixing the 
different identities of Arabic and Latin letters in practical ways. Before globalization, the identity of Arabic script 
was totally independent; over time, people began to read Arabic newspapers and magazines with Latin letters 
scattered here and there, denoting product names, new inventions and Western-world news. In particular, 
technological advances helped to free typography art, which has grown in ways never seen before. A new 
generation of typographic styles has been introduced by technicians and calligraphists. At the same time, 
technical computer fonts were bypassing the classical calligraphy styles, such as Ruq’a, Thuluth, Diwani, and 
Naskh. Modern fonts have originated in a less conservative environment, where creation has been steered toward 
offering technological solutions for Arabic markets, rather than maintaining detailed calligraphic standards. As a 
result, letter sizes, shapes, curves, cusps, diacritics, and ways of connecting and printing script within computer 
applications became the focus of attention. 

Alongside advances in computer technology, the trend for “free-style” fonts have widened to encompass 
handwritten styles. Calligraphists, especially those who had no association with Arabic calligraphy schools or 
certification, were drawn to aesthetic aspects of the whole process; they began to create and publish their own 
styles, sometimes with descriptions of their governing concepts. Typographic fonts were then derived from these 
new styles for technical use. Most of the free styles had a relatively low status within classical artistic 
environments, which maintained a traditional respect for strict calligraphic rules. Technological calligraphists 
enjoyed little fame or popularity, in comparison to their conservative classical counterparts. 

These developments were accompanied by renewed interest in the aesthetic value of Arabic letters; several artists, 
who had freed themselves from the framework of classic calligraphy, established different artistic concepts and 
streams. One prominent wave involved lettering design. Instead of being a mere linguistic and scriptorial unit in 
artwork, the letter acquired its own abstract value, rich in both decorative flexibility and geometric arrangement. 

Within these transformative concepts, the pen was associated with the brush; for this reason, ink remained; frills 
and asymmetrical lines became aesthetic elements that were no less important than the strict Arabic calligraphic 
rules. Color was also exploited to change the classic and mostly unicolored landscape of Arabic calligraphic 
artworks. Soon after this, Arabic artists in the new artistic, international Letterism movement (which focused on 
the visual as well as the literary aspects of letters) used color to create a new artform that combined classic and 
modern fine-art methods. When letters meet color in a lettering painting, the impact of the artwork is 
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